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Show One - Best in Show: CH ANGARA DANCING WITH THE STARS
Owned and Bred by Lynne Barr - Angara Samoyeds

Samoyeds on Show
Results and Photos from the 30th May 2014 Shows
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Walk in Petone

Samoyeds on Show
Double specialty show, double the Samoyeds,
double the prizes, double the fun!
Inside you will find all the results, critiques and
photos from the day!

New Committee
Members

Farewell Greg
Newell

Meet your new committee
members!

Obituary to Grey Newell

The club recently had a Samoyed
walk out in Petone, we had a
good turn out with around 10
Samoyeds and a greyhound.

Choosing a Puppy
for the first time
- what you should

consider

The benefits of desexing your
Samoyed, especially if you are
not going to breed them.

New Committee Members
Lisa Chapman
Phoebe is the first dog for Lisa and Peter – our Fur
Baby.
When we moved to the Hutt Valley in 2006 both
immediate neighbors had dogs. One was a Samoyed
x Labrador called Scampy that we took for walks
Mon-Fri mornings for over two years, continuing
when we moved to the other side of Lower Hutt,
until they moved out of the area. That is when we
changed dog to the other neighbors who used to
breed and sled-race Malamutes and brought two
over from Australia. The 13 year old male Malamute
had died leaving his daughter Jenna on her own, so
we drove over to take her on our regular walk for
nearly 3 years.
Back then our morning walks with both Scampy and
Jenna took the long way (45 minutes) via streets to
the river bank walkway, the dog park and then on to
McCafe where dogs are made welcome, with a bowl
of water and dog biscuit, while we had our coffee
and read the paper before walking 15 minutes back
to home.

then waited for a litter from BJ.
Now we walk 30 minutes along the Hutt River Trail
to McCafe with our own dog – Phoebe now 7 ½
months is already known by the staff and regulars
at McDonalds and enjoys meeting people while we
have our coffee before walking home.
Our fur baby is never alone for long as we are
Insurance Agent/Advisers and run our business
from offices at home. We don’t plan to show Phoebe
but have been training her since the get go with
puppy pre-school and are currently doing Beginners
Agility training for fun. We all enjoy our weekly
session with a variety of dogs and although the
youngest by far, she is a star showing promise, even
impressing Jo Godard with her intelligence.
We love that our Samoyed brings a smile to everyone
she meets and greets.

Sadly Jenna was put down last winter at age 14 ½,
but we were privileged to be there with her and her
family when she was put to sleep.
So, in our mid 50’s with an empty nest once the last
of our four children had left home, all our friends
and family (with and without dogs), strongly urged
us to get our own puppy. My family had three
Samoyeds over the years and as a teenager I used to
do a lot of the walking and grooming and showed
one of them, a couple of times. Before we met, Peter
had working dogs on the farm then a pet Labrador
in the city. So after deciding on a Samoyed (for
obvious reasons), we found Sunshine Samoyeds and

Lynda Pothoven
My name is Lynda Pothoven, I’m from Levin. I have
two Samoyed’s, Kasper (Sunshine Klasic T Bucket)
is seven years old and Krystal (Sunshine Dream of
Krystal) is seven months old.
A few years ago I lost my 13 year old Black Labrador
Missy to bone cancer. When the time was right to
have another dog in my life, I came across Kasper on
Trade Me, he was five years old. Kasper had been to
several homes in the past with none of them being
right for him. I emailed Anita Shugg to give her
some background information on myself to see if

New Committee Members

she thought Kasper would fit into our family. I went
down to meet Kasper and we fell in love, Kasper
came for a weeks trial, and he hasn’t left me since.
Totally love the Samoyed breed, hence the reason I
now have two.
I joined The Samoyed Club, and I am now the
Samcare co-ordinator.
Love my 2 gorgeous Samoyed’s.

It was only last year that I actually got to meet my
first Samoyed - not long after joining the Club and
it really has concreted the fact that I do want to be a
Sammy owner when the time comes!
I am now a committe member and in charge of the
new website and am the editor of this magazine!
So I hope you enjoy the new look of both and I
encourage you to voice your ideas and concerns in
regard to each of them.

Christina Wells
Hi I’m Christina and my journey into the Samoyed
world has only recentlly begun, though I was first
told about the Samoyed breed around three years
ago by a colleague.
I was moaning about the unfortunate fact that
while I loved dogs, most tended to have that real
‘doggie odor’ which in all honesty makes my nose
scrunch up! That was when I was told to look into
the Samoyed as they weren’t known to have that
real doggie smell (and now that I have got to know
the breed better I’d say they don’t have any doggie
smell!)

I am looking forward to more future events where
I get to ‘steal’ a samoyed for the day or event and
seeing you all there!

Show One

Samoyed Specialty Show
One Results & Critiques
Judge: Julie Oates, Elgianto Samoyeds, Australia
Show Winners
Best in Show

Ch ANGARA DANCING
WITH THE STARS

Reserve in Show

Ch OSCARBI EVEREDI BOY

Best Dog in Show

Ch OSCARBI EVEREDI BOY

Best Bitch in Show

Ch ANGARA DANCING
WITH THE STARS

Reserve Best Dog in Show
Ch ZAMINKA KING OF
ROCK

Reserve Best Bitch in Show
Ch ZAMINKA ONE NIGHT
STAND

Baby Puppy in Show

OSCARBI RAP-IT-UP-DADDY

Puppy in Show

AKEISHA SNOW KISSED
ISABELLA

Junior in Show

Ch ZAMINKA ONE NIGHT
STAND

Intermediate in Show

Ch ZAMINKA KING OF
ROCK

Limit in Show

KELLJASS SNOW PRINTS ON
ICE

New Zealand Bred in Show
Ch ANGARA SNEAKING ME
KISSES

Veteran in Show

NZ Ch KALASKA ASTRO BOY
AT OSCARBI (IMP AUST)

Open in Show

Ch ANGARA DANCING
WITH THE STARS

Dog Classes
Baby Puppy - 1 entered

1st - OSCARBI RAP-IT UP DADDY (Barzey, Clark)

Puppy - 2 entered

1st - AKEISHA SNOW KISSED
IVORY (Jules, Chen)
2nd - SUNSHINE TRUE
COLOURS (Shugg)

Junior - 3 entered

1st - KALASKA LOOK AT ME
GO DADDY AT OSCARBI
(IMP-AUST) (Barzey, Clark)
2nd - SMILING MIRACLE
CESARE IMPERIALE (IMPLATVIA) (Smith)
3rd - Ch AKEISHA
FEARCHARIA (Wells, Jules)

Intermediate - 1 entered

1st - Ch ZAMINKA KING OF
ROCK (Carleton, Bello)

Limit - 1 entered

1st - KELLJASS HANDSOME
SNOW BEAR (Kelly)

New Zealand Bred - 2
entered

Show One
1st - Ch KURSHARN GOLDEN
MACKEY (Townsend,
Richards)
2nd - Ch KURSHARN
VINTAGE VANTAGE (Wells)

Veteran - 2 entered

1st - NZ Ch KALASKA ASTRO
BOY AT OSCARBI (IMP
AUST) (Barzey, Clark)
2nd - SUNSHINE KLASIC T
BUCKET (L Pothoven)

Open - 4 entered, 1 scratched
1st - Ch OSCARBI EVEREDI
BOY (Barzey, Clark)
2nd - Ch ZAMINKA THAT
COOL CAT (Carleton, Bello)
3rd - Ch SUNSHINE TRI
TEDDY (Shugg)

Bitch Classes
Puppy - 3 entered

1st - AKEISHA SNOW KISSED
ISABELLA (Jules)
2nd - OSCARBI
UNMISTAKABLY MOI
(Barzey, Clark)
3rd - SUNSHINE DREAM OF
KRYSTAL (Pothoven)

Junior - 6 entered, 1 scratched

1st - Ch ZAMINKA ONE
NIGHT STAND (Carleton,
Bello )
2nd - Ch ZAMINKA SHINE
LIKE A DIAMOND (Carleton,
Bello)

3rd - ANAKY SAY YOU LOVE
ME (IMP-AUST) (Barr)

Intermediate - 5 entered
1st - KURSHARN VINTAGE
VAMP (Wells)
2nd - Ch ZAMINKA COOL
BREEZE (Carleton, Bello)
3rd - KELLJASS WINTER
FAIRY TALE (Kelly)
Limit - 2 entered

1st - KELLJASS SNOW PRINTS
ON ICE (Le Bas)
2nd - KELLJASS DANCIN
WITH DA DEVIL (Kelly)

New Zealand Bred - 4

entered
1st - Ch ANGARA SNEAKING
ME KISSES (Barr)
2nd - Ch ZAMINKA
DIAMONDS FOREVER
(Carleton, Bello)
3rd - Ch SUNSHINE BJ’S
DREAM (Shugg )

Veteran - 3 entered

1st - Ch SUNSHINE PAINT ME
GOLD (Shugg)
2nd - NZ Ch ALDONZA
CHABLI FOR MCCOY (IMP
AUST) (Carleton)
3rd - Ch ZAMINKA MAGIC
MOMENTS (Swetman )

Open - 5 entered

1st - Ch ANGARA DANCING
WITH THE STARS (Barr)

2nd - Ch NIKOLAEVSK
MISSION TO VENUS (Harris )
3rd - Ch ZAMINKA POWER
BALL (Carleton, Bello)

Stakes Classes
Dog Head - 4 entered, 1

scratched
1st - Ch SUNSHINE TRI
TEDDY
2nd - KELLJASS HANDSOME
SNOW BEAR
3rd - SMILING MIRACLE
CESARE IMPERIALE (IMP
LATVIA)

Dog Coat - 3 entered, 1

scratched
1st - KELLJASS HANDSOME
SNOW BEAR
2nd - Ch SUNSHINE TRI
TEDDY

Bitch Head - 8 entered

1st - Ch ZAMINKA MAGIC
MOMENTS
2nd - Ch ANGARA DANCING
WITH THE STARS
3rd - LEALSAM FUNKY
TOWN

Bitch Coat - 6 entered

1st - Ch ANGARA DANCING
WITH THE STARS
2nd - SUNSHINE AUTUMN
GOLD
3rd - LEALSAM FUNKY
TOWN

Movement under 12
months - 3 entered

1st - AKEISHA SNOW KISSED
ISABELLA
2nd - SUNSHINE TRUE
COLOURS

Show One
3rd - SUNSHINE DREAM OF KRYSTAL

Movement over 12 months - 8 entered, 2

scratched
1st - Ch ANGARA DANCING WITH THE STARS
2nd - SMILING MIRACLE CESARE IMPERIALE
(IMP LATVIA)
3rd - LEALSAM FUNKY TOWN

Feet - 6 entered, 1 scratched

1st - KELLJASS HANDSOME SNOW BEAR
2nd - Ch ANGARA SNEAKING ME KISSES
3rd - SUNSHINE DREAM OF KRYSTAL

Tail - 5 entered

1st - ANAKY SAY YOU LOVE ME (IMP AUST)
2nd - Ch ANGARA SNEAKING ME KISSES
3rd - SKROWNEK TAAN VEYZAKOVA

Junior Dog Handler - 6 entered
1st - Alysha Judson
2nd - Sarah Power
3rd - Jaz Moore

Show One Critiques
Baby Puppy Dog

1.OSCARBI RAP-IT UP DADDY - A typical baby
just starting to go through the gawky stage. Correct
bone and moved well for his age. A promising baby
who enjoyed the ring. BP.

Puppy Dog

1. AKEISHA SNOW-KISSED IVORY - 7mths old.
Head is in developing stage as you would expect
for this age. A balanced body with strong, clean
movement both coming and going.
2. SUNSHINE TRUE COLOURS - A month
younger than the winner. He is still in the
gawky stage, however has good expression and
conformation, but did not show at his best on the
day.

Junior Dog

1. KALASKA LOOK AT ME GO DADDY AT
OSCARBI (IMP AUST) - A very good head and
expression and just coming into a lovely new coat.
He was balanced in side gate and clean coming and
going. Handled and shown well.
2. SMILING MIRACLE CESARE IMPERIAL
(IMP LATVIA) - A lot to like about this dog. He
has a good head, well balanced body, with strong
forequarters and hindquarters, however he was
unsettled in the class on the day.
3. CH.AKEISHA FEARCHARIA - This dog had a
good expression moved well coming and going, but
lacked the maturity of those placed ahead of him.

Intermediate Dog

1.Ch ZAMINKA KING OF ROCK - Typical head
with correct expression, strong side gait and clean
coming and going. Beautifully presented and shown.
RDCC

Limit Dog

1. KELLJASS HANDSOME SNOW BEAR - A
typical head and balanced body. Excellent, coarse
coat and also possessing good feet.

New Zealand Bred

1. KURSHAN GOLDEN MACKEY - A good head

Show One
and expression, well developed body with clean
movement coming and going.

again as she matures. She had a pleasing head and
expression with correct body shape.

2. Ch KURSHAN VINTAGE VANTAGE - Another
good expression and body shape. Clean coming but
a little closer going away.

Junior Bitch

Veteran Dog

1. NZ Ch KALASKA ASTRO BOY AT OSCARBI
(IMP AUST) - A very pleasing Sammy who has
a very good head and expression with excellent
body outline. He moved well and was beautifully
presented and shown. BV

A QUALITY CLASS OF BITCHES!
1. Ch ZAMINKA ONE NIGHT STAND - Super
youngster, with excellent balance and outline,
feminine head with correct eye shape and colour.
Good reach of neck, strong forequarters and
hindquarters which showed in her movement.
Showed and handled well. RBCC

2. SUNSHINE KLASIC T BUCKET - Typical head
with balanced body, Good coat texture with lovely
feet. Not quite in the bloom of the winner.

Open Dog

THIS IS A LOVELY CLASS OF MALE
SAMOYEDS!!
1. Ch OSCARBI EVEREDI BOY - Very good
head and expression with correct reach of neck.
He possessed an excellent top line and tail. Strong
forequarters and hindquarters, which showed in his
movement on the day. Showed and presented well.
DCC RUIS
2. Ch ZAMINIKA THAT COOL CAT - Another
typical dog with correct head and ear carriage, a
well-balanced body and clean movement coming
and going. I would have liked a little more
undercoat.
3. Ch SUNSHINE TRI TEDDY - An excellent head
with correct eye shape and ear placement and clean
movement coming and going. He possessed good
feet, but he was a little taller than the two placed
ahead of him.

Puppy Bitch

2. Ch ZAMINKA SHINE LIKE A DIAMOND - As
I see from the catalogue, another bitch bred by this
kennel. Very nice head, slightly stronger than the
winner. A balanced body, and moved well with good
feet.
3. ANAKY SAY YOU LOVE ME (IMP AUST)
- Correct head and expression and I loved the
biscuit on the ears. Correct set and tail. Moved well,
however not as mature as those placed ahead of her.

1. AKEISAH SNOW-KISSED ISABELLA - A well
balanced outline on this puppy, with correct head
and eye shape and colour, with a good reach of neck.
She moved well coming and going. BP

Intermediate Bitch

2. OSCARBI UNMISTAKABLY MOI - A month
younger than the winner. Typical head with strong
top line and coming into a very plush puppy coat.
She showed and moved well . Very close decision.

2. Ch ZAMINKA COOL BREEZE - Correct head
and expression with lovely ear shape. A balanced
body and moved well. Close decision between these
two.

3. SUNSHINE DREAM OF KRYSTAL - I liked
many things about this puppy, however, she was
inexperienced in showing. I would like to see her

3. KELLJASS WINTER FAIRY TAIL - Good head
on this bitch with a nice shape of body with correct
outline but not as mature as the first two placings.

1. KURSHARN VINTAGE VAMP - Typical head
with correct eye shape and ear carriage. Strong top
line and she moved well. Good feet.

Show One
Limit Bitch

1. KELLJAS SNOW PRINTS ON ICE - Typical
feminine head on this bitch with good reach of neck
and she moved well coming and going. However,
would have liked to see more undercoat. BL
2. KELLJASS DANCIN-WITH-DA-DEVIL Another bitch with a correct head and expression
but not quite as steady in the forequarters as the
winner. She was also lacking some undercoat.

New Zealand Bred Bitch

1. Ch ANGARA SNEAKING ME KISSES - Excellent
head and expression with lovely reach of neck. A
well-developed body with correct angulation in
front and rear. Coat was in excellent condition. B
NZB
2. Ch ZAMINKA DIAMONDS FOREVER - Slightly
smaller than the winner, but another quality bitch
with correct head and strong balanced body. Showed
well.
3. Ch SUNSHINE BJ’S DREAM - Good head and
expression, moved well excellent feet, however for
me I would have preferred more substance.

Veteran Bitch

ALL QUALITY BITCHES
1. Ch SUNSHINE PAINT ME GOLD - Nearly 10
years of age and moved around the ring like she
owned it, and she was so strong with her movement.
2. NZ Ch ALDONZA CHABLI FOR MCCOY
(IMP AUST) - Close to 11 years old with a correct
head and expression and her coat was in excellent
condition .She showed well.
3. Ch ZAMINKA MAGIC MOMENTS - Excellent
head and expression on this bitch moved and
showed well. Close, very close between her and
second place.

Open Bitch

Three very good bitches, slightly different in shape,
very close decision.
1. Ch ANGARA DANCING WITH THE STARS
- Excellent, mature 8 year old bitch with a most
typical head, neck and top line. She was so
balanced in the body, with strong forequarters and
hindquarters which was evident in her movement.

She was in perfect condition on the day. CC BIS
2. Ch NIKOLAEVSK MISSION TO VENUS - A
younger bitch in comparison to the winner, and not
as mature. She had a very feminine head with good
expression, excellent reach of neck, and moved very
well coming and going. I would have liked a little
more under coat. I liked this bitch a lot.
3. Ch ZAMINKA POWER BALL - A very good
head with typical expression, compact body, strong
reach and drive and coat in excellent condition.
Shown well.

Show One

Special Results
Breeder of Best in Show - Lynne Barr
Best Breeder - Lyn and Gary Carleton
Best Owner - Lyn and Gary Carleton

Show Two

Samoyed Specialty Show
Two Results & Critiques
Judge: Marija Kavcic, Anatina Samoyeds, Slovenia
Show Winners
Best in Show

CH SUNSHINE TRI TEDDY

Reserve in Show

CH SAMHAIN ECHO’N T
WITH KURSHARN

Best Dog in Show

CH SUNSHINE TRI TEDDY

Reserve Best Dog in Show
NZ CH KALASKA ASTRO
BOY AT OSCARBI (IMP
AUST)

Best Bitch in Show

CH SAMHAIN ECHO’N T
WITH KURSHARN

Reserve Best Bitch in Show
LEALSAM FUNKY TOWN

Baby Puppy in Show

Brood Bitch

Minor Puppy in Show

Veteran in Show

Puppy in Show

Open in Show

Junior in Show

Dog Classes

OSCARBI RAP-IT-UP-DADDY
AKEISHA SNOW KISSED
ISABELLA
AKEISHA SNOW-KISSED
IVORY
LEALSAM FUNKY TOWN

Intermediate in Show

CH ZAMINKA KING OF
ROCK

Limit in Show

KELLJASS SNOW PRINTS ON
ICE

New Zealand Bred in Show
CH KURSHARN GOLDEN
MACKEY

Stud Dog

NZ CH KALASKA ASTRO
BOY AT OSCARBI (IMP
AUST)

CH SUNSHINE BJ’S DREAM
CH ZAMINKA MAGIC
MOMENTS
CH SUNSHINE TRI TEDDY

Baby Puppy - 1 entered

1st - OSCARBI RAP-IT UP DADDY (Barzey, Clark)

Minor Puppy - 1 entered

1st - SUNSHINE TRUE
COLOURS (Shugg)

Puppy - 1 entered

1st - AKEISHA SNOW-KISSED
IVORY (Jules, Chen)

Junior - 3 entered

1st - KALASKA LOOK AT ME
GO DADDY AT OSCARBI
(IMP-AUST) (Barzey, Clark)
2nd - SMILING MIRACLE
CESARE IMPERIALE (IMP
LATVIA) (Smith)

Show Two
3rd - Ch ZAMINKA THAT
COOL CAT (Carleton, Bello)

Bitch Classes
Minor Puppy - 1 entered

1st - AKEISHA SNOW KISSED
ISABELLA (Jules)

Puppy - 3 entered, 1 scratched

3rd - Ch AKEISHA
FEARCHARIA (Wells , Jules )

Intermediate - 1 entered

1st - Ch ZAMINKA KING OF
ROCK (Carleton, Bello)

Limit - 1 entered

1st - KELLJASS HANDSOME
SNOW BEAR (Kelly)

New Zealand Bred - 3

entered
1st - Ch KURSHARN GOLDEN
MACKEY (Townsend,
Richards)
2nd - Ch KURSHARN
VINTAGE-VANTAGE (Wells)
3rd - OSCARBI STAR DUST
KID (Barzey, Clark, McKandry)

Stud Dog - 2 entered, 1
scratched
1st - NZ Ch KALASKA ASTRO
BOY AT OSCARBI (IMP
AUST) (Barzey, Clark)
Veteran - 1 entered

1st - SUNSHINE KLASIC T
BUCKET (Pothoven)

Open - 4 entered, 1 scratched
1st - Ch SUNSHINE TRI
TEDDY (Shugg)
2nd - Ch OSCARBI EVEREDI
BOY (Barzey, Clark)

1st - OSCARBI
UNMISTAKABLY MOI
(Barzey, Clark)
2nd - SUNSHINE DREAM-OF
KRYSTAL (Pothoven)

Junior - 6 entered, 2 scratched

1st - LEALSAM FUNKY
TOWN (Maisey)
2nd - Ch ZAMINKA SHINE
LIKE A DIAMOND (Carleton,
Bello)
3rd - ANAKY SAY YOU LOVE
ME (IMP AUST) (Barr)

Intermediate - 5 entered, 1

scratched
1st - Ch ZAMINKA COOL
BREEZE (Carleton, Bello)
2nd - KURSHARN VINTAGE
VAMP (Wells)
3rd - SUNSHINE AUTUMN
GOLD (Shugg)

Limit - 2 entered

1st - KELLJASS SNOW PRINTS

ON ICE (Le Bas)
2nd - KELLJASS WINTER
FAIRY TALE (Kelly)

New Zealand Bred - 2

entered
1st - Ch ZAMINKA
DIAMONDS FOREVER
(Carleton, Bello)
2nd - Ch ANGARA SNEAKING
ME KISSES (Barr )

Brood Bitch - 3 entered,
1st - Ch SUNSHINE BJ’S
DREAM (Shugg)
2nd - KELLJASS DANCINWITH-DA-DEVIL (Kelly)
3rd - Ch KURSHARN
GOLDEN TABITHA (Jules )
Veteran - 4 entered, 1

scratched
1st - Ch ZAMINKA MAGIC
MOMENTS (Swetman)
2nd - NZ Ch ALDONZA
CHABLI FOR MCCOY (IMP
AUST) (Carleton)
3rd - Ch SUNSHINE PAINT
ME GOLD (Shugg )

Open - 5 entered
1st - Ch SAMHAIN ECHO’N T
WITH KURSHARN (Wells)
2nd - Ch NIKOLAEVSK
MISSION-TO VENUS (Harris)
3rd - Ch ANGARA DANCING
WITH THE STARS (Barr )

Show Two
Stakes Classes
Dog Head - 4 entered, 1 scratched

1st - Ch SUNSHINE TRI TEDDY
2nd - SMILING MIRACLE CESARE IMPERIALE
(IMP LATVIA)
3rd - KELLJASS HANDSOME SNOW BEAR

Dog Coat - 3 entered, 1 scratched

1st - KELLJASS HANDSOME SNOW BEAR
2nd - Ch SUNSHINE TRI TEDDY

Bitch Head - 7 entered, 1 scratched
1st - KELLJASS WINTER-FAIRY-TALE
2nd - LEALSAM FUNKY TOWN
3rd - Ch ZAMINKA MAGIC MOMENTS

Progeny - 3 entered

Bitch Coat - 6 entered

1st - CH SAMHAIN ECHO’N T WITH
KURSHARN
2nd - CH KURSHARN GOLDEN TABITHA
3rd - CH SUNSHINE BJ’S DREAM

Movement under 12 months - 3 entered

Show Two Critiques

1st - LEALSAM FUNKY TOWN
2nd - ANAKY SAY YOU LOVE ME (IMP AUST)
3rd - Ch ANGARA DANCING WITH THE STARS

1st - AKEISHA SNOW KISSED ISABELLA
2nd - SUNSHINE TRUE COLOURS
3rd - SUNSHINE DREAM OF KRYSTAL

Movement over 12 months - 8 entered, 2

scratched
1st - SMILING MIRACLE CESARE IMPERIALE
(IMP LATVIA)
2nd - KURSHARN GOLDEN MACKEY
3rd - LEALSAM FUNKY TOWN

Feet - 5 entered, 1 scratched

1st - ANAKY SAY YOU LOVE ME (IMP AUST)
2nd - Ch ANGARA SNEAKING ME KISSES
3rd - Ch ZAMINKA MAGIC MOMENTS

Baby Puppy Dog

1.OSCARBI RAP-IT UP-DADDY (Kalaska Look
At Me Go Daddy At Oscarbi x Oscarbi Girl U
Think You’re It) - 5 months old puppy, overall very
promising, well shaped head, softer ears with one
not yet fully pricked. Excellent but short body,
well carried tail. Strong bones, big feet, higher
hocks. Front legs placed rather forward. Front and
hind movement not yet fully synchronized. Active
temperament. Dark pigmentation, nice puppy coat,
excellent presentation.

Minor Puppy Dog

1st - ANAKY SAY YOU LOVE ME (IMP AUST)
2nd - Ch ANGARA SNEAKING ME KISSES
3rd - SUNSHINE DREAM-OF-KRYSTAL

2. SUNSHINE TRUE COLOURS (Oscarbi Astroid
Dodger x Sunshine Bj’s Dream) - Long head with
narrow skull, incisors in straight line, excellent eyes,
well carried ears, correct proportion of body, well
balanced side movement, in standing elbows a bit
loose and hindquarters less powerful.

Biscuit - 2 entered

Puppy Dog

Tail - 4 entered, 1 scratched

1st - KIMSKAYA SPRING GLAZE (IMP AUST)
2nd - CH SUNSHINE PAINT ME GOLD

1. AKEISHA SNOW-KISSED IVORY (CHh
Skrownek Fia Onegin x Ch Kursharn Golden

Show Two
Tabitha) - Nice type, good size, excellent head with
beautiful eyes and smiling expression, medium neck,
well developed body, long tail with correct carriage,
good lenght of legs, medium bones, oval feet. Free
movement, wider behind. Dark pigmentation and
nice coat. Very lovely temperament.

Junior Dog

1. KALASKA LOOK AT ME GO DADDY AT
OSCARBI (Ch Snowball Sugar Daddy x SH. Kalaska
All About Pink ) - Eye catching type in standing
with proud head carriage and smiling expression,
excellent head profile, nicely shaped muzzle, dark
almond shaped eyes, excellent size and carriage of
ears. Well developed body, excellent tail. Strong
bones and feet. In standing front legs forward,
excellent bent of stifles behind. In movement not
enough balanced in front, strong drive behind.
Dark pigmentation, coat in top condition, perfect
presentation. Happy temperament.
2 . SMILING MIRACLE CESARE IMPERIALE
(IMP LATVIA) (Ch Pilgrimage Imperia Henry x Ch
Belyi Volk Beatris)
Nice head, excellent ears, slightly round eyes, nice
expression.Well shaped body, withers forward,
excellent tail, strong legs and feet, sound side
movement, when coming front legs are turning in.
Beautiful coat, dark pigmentation.
3. Ch AKEISHA FEARCHARIA (Ch Skrownek Fia
Onegin x Ch,Kursharn Golden Tabitha) - Happy
dog of nice type. Correct head with bigger ears and
slightly round eyes. Well developed body and well
carried tail. Uperarm straight and front legs forward
in standing. High steping in front, good drive
behind. Excellent coat and dark pigmentation.

head and ears, smaller eyes, friendly smiling
expression. Slightly longer body, correct tail. Sound
legs, feet and movement. Dark pigmentation and full
coat.

New Zealand Bred Dog

1. KURSHARN GOLDEN MACKEY (Mytaj Midas
Touch x Ch Samhain Echo’N T with Kursharn Strong dog of excellent type. Broad head with nicely
shaped full muzzle, lovely ears, smiling expression.
Strong body and legs, long feet. Very sound side
movement, slightly loose when coming. Lovely
temperament. In full coat.
2. KURSHARN VINTAGE-VANTAGE (Ch
Skrownek Zhadanov x Ch Samhain Echo’N T with
Kursharn) - Bigger dog of nice type. Excellent
masculine head with dark eyes and small ears and
lovely smile. Well shaped body, strong legs and good
feet. In movement very good in front and excellent
drive behind. Nice coat, happy temperament.
3. OSCARBI STAR DUST KID (Oscarbi Undercover
Boy x Ch Oscarbi Just You’n Me) - Strong dog with
a bit extra weight on body, broad head with slightly
bigger ears. Strong slightly shorter legs, good feet.
Sound side movement, broad in front.

Intermediate Dog

1 . Ch ZAMINKA KING OF ROCK (Ch Ice River
Mezen Yoshi And Us x Ch Zaminka Power Ball)
- Strong dog, broader head with excellent ears
and medium brown slightly round eyes. Strong
body, well carried shorter tail. Heavy body, shorter
legs with strong bones and good feet. Sound side
movement, strong drive behind. Nice coat and
perfect presentation. Friendly temperament.

Limit Dog

1. KELLJASS HANDSOME SNOW BEAR (Beyond
Imperial Handsome Boy x Ch Kelljass WhiteChyna-In-Lace) - Bigger dog of nice type. Excellent

Stud Dog

1. Ch KALASKA ASTRO BOY AT OSCARBI (Ch
Kalaska Aleski of Voyage x Ch Kalaska Grand Event)
- Strong, medium sized dog of nice type. Head nice
with perfect shaped muzzle, excellent eyes and
ears. Strong, shorter legs, sound movement. Coat
in nice condition. Friendly temperament. Excellent
presentation.

Veteran Dog

1. SUNSHINE KLASIC T BUCET (Ch Sunshine In
A Glass x Ch Sunshine Paint Me Gold) - 7 years old

Show Two Critiques
veteran. Nice head and expression, too much weight
on body. Legs straight with good feet. In movement
he tends to pace. Softer coat. Lovely temperament.

Open Dog

1. CH.SUNSHINE TRI TEDDY (Ch Sever The
Celtic Warrior x Ch Skrownek Taan Tavia) Excellent type and proportions, nice classic head
with well shaped eyes, small ears, long neck, firm
body, long legs with medium strong bones and
correct feet. Free, well balanced movement in all
directions. Dark pigmentation and excellent quality
of coat but not in full coat. Lovely temperament.
2. Ch OSCARBI EVEREDI BOY ( Ch Kalaska Astro
Boy At Oscarbi x Ch Oscarbi Just You’n Me Kid)
- Excellent type, strong and medium sized, nice
broad head with kind expression, medium brown
eyes, excellent ears, less deep pigmentation inside
mouth, strong body, slightly shorter legs, excellent
movement in all directions. Coat in top condition,
perfect presentation.
3. Ch ZAMINKA THAT COOL CAT (Ch
Vanderbilt’s One Cool Cat x Ch Zaminka Power
Ball) Nice type. Broader head with slightly round
eyes and excellent ears, nice expression, strong body
with well developed muscles, correct tail carriage,
movement sound but a bit heavy. Slightly softer coat.
Excellent presentation.

Baby Puppy Bitch
none

Minor Puppy Bitch

1. AKEISHA SNOW KISSED ISABELLA (Ch
Skrownek Fia Onegin x Ch Kursharn Golden
Tabitha) - Excellent type, good size. Well shaped
head with a bit bigger ears. Proud neck carriage,
strong body, excellent tail. Long legs and good feet.
Happy and active temperament. Sound movement.
Nice puppy coat.

Puppy Bitch

1. OSCARBI UNMISTAKABLY MOI (Kalaska Look
At Me Go Daddy at Oscarbi x Oscarbi I’m Your
Girl) - Excellent head and expression, incisors in
lower jaw not in correct position, medium long neck
but with proud carriage, shorter body with deep
ribcage, good tail, long legs with strong bones, front

legs forward. In movement not yet balanced. Happy
temperament. Excellent presentation.
2. SUNSHINE DREAM-OF KRYSTAL (Oscarbi
Astroid Dodger x Ch Sunshine BJ’s Dream) Broader head, nice, dark brown eyes, less deep
pigmentation inside mouth, shorter neck, well
developed body, long tail, front legs forward. Not yet
balanced in movement.

Junior Bitch

1. LEALSAM FUNKY TOWN (Ch Lealsam Hugo
Boss x Lealsam Diamond Dreams) - Medium
sized bitch, nice head, very feminine expression.
Well developed and shaped body with long neck.
Excellent shoulder placement, long legs and good
feet, sound movement in all directions. Friendly
temperament. Perfect coat quality. Nicely presented.
2. CH.ZAMINKA SHINE LIKE A DIAMOND
(AUST Ch Ice River Mezen Yoshi And Us (IMP
SOLV) x Ch Zaminka Diamond Forever) - Nice
head and expression, slightly longer body. Sound
side movement, wider in front. Nice coat. Happy
character. Well presented.
3. ANAKY SAY YOU LOVE ME (IMP AUST)
(AUST Ch Anaky Take A Chance On Me x Anaky
Dancing Through Life)
Bigger bitch. Nice shape of head, dark brown eyes,
a bit close ear-set. Long neck, longer body, long,
perfect carried tail.Legs straight with excellent feet.
Excellent side movement. Coat in top condition.

Intermediate Bitch

1. ZAMINKA COOL BREEZE (Ch Vanderbilt One

Show Two
Cool Breeze x Ch Zaminka Powerball) Excellent
head and smiling expression. Long neck and well
shaped body, good tail. Front legs standing forward.
Free movement. Nice coat and presentation. Lovely
temperament.
2. KURSHARN VINTAGE-VAMP (CH.Skrownek
Zhadanov x CH.Samhain Echo’n T With Kursharn)
Perfect head and expression. Well set and carried
neck, correct body, shorter, well carried tail. Sound
movement. Friendly temperament.
3. SUNSHINE AUTUMN-GOLD (CH.Sunshine
Tri Teddy x CH.Sunshine BJ’s Dream) - Nice head
with lovely expression. Sound body, lower set of tail.
Excellent side movement, front legs turn in. Coat in
top condition.

Limit Bitch

1. KELLJASS SNOW PRINTS ON ICE (Beyond
Imperial Handsome Boy x Kelljass Antique Chyna
Doll) - Nice broader head, medium brown eyes,
bigger ears. Body with strong muscles a bit heavy.
Well angulated legs with long feet. Perfect side
movement. Happy, active temperament.
2. KELLJASS WINTER-FAIRY-TALE (Kelljass
Handsome Snow Bear x Kelljass A Winter’s Tale)
Nice head, too much weight on body. Correct tail.
In movement higher steps in front, good behind.
Slightly softer coat.

New Zealand Bred Bitch

1. CH.ZAMINKA DIAMONDS FOREVER (NZ
CH.Roybridge Diamond Crusader at Nikolevsk
(IMP UK) x CH.Zaminka Kid Gloves) - Nice type,
excellent head with lovely friendly expression. Well
shaped body with some extra weight. Slightly shorter
legs with excellent feet. Shorter tail. Well balanced
movement. Lovely temperament. Nicely presented
in full coat.
2. CH.ANGARA SNEAKING ME KISSES
(Skrownek Sev Chasaan x CH.Angara Taiza Tale)
Bigger bitch of excellent type. Nice head and
expression, long neck, well balanced body. Shorter
tail. Perfect withers, shoulders and legs, long feet.
Nice coat. Friendly temperament. She moved with
long stride and good drive but in the ring she was
limping. The owner could’t give me answer why she
was limping and because of that she couldn’t win the
class.

Brood Bitch

1. CH.SUNSHINE BJ’S DREAM (CH.Silvertips A
Dream of Deatiny x CH.Sunshine Paint Me Gold)
Nice type, excellent head with sweet expression,
sound strong body, good tail, medium strong legs
with good feet, well balanced movement in all
direction. Friendly temperament. Nice, new coat.
2. KELLJASS DANCIN-WITH-DA-DEVIL (Kelljass
White-Devil-in –Lace x Kelljass Antique China
Doll) - Nice head and expression, long well set
neck, strong body, longer in loins. Very active
in movement with higher steps in front. Happy
temperament.
3. CH.KURSHARN GOLDEN TABITHA (Mytaj
Midas Touch (IMP AUST) x CH.Samhain Echo’N T
with Kursharn) - Very nice head, sweet expression,
small ears, strong body and legs, sound, a bit heavy
movement. Happy temperament with a lot of waving
of tail. A bit softer coat.

Veteran Bitch

1. ZAMINKA MAGIC MOMENT (GR CH
Silvertips A Touch Of Magic x NZ CH Aldonza
Chabli For McCoy (IMP AUST)) - 8 years old bitch.
Nice type, excellent head and expression, deeply
set eyes of medium brown colour. Strong body and
good tail. Strong legs, active, sound movement.
Abundant, a bit softer coat. Lovely temperament.
2. CH. ALDONZA CHABLI FOR MCCOY (IMP
AUST) (AUST, DAN, FNL, INT, NORD, SWD
CH Power Ranger Mccoy Of Karasea (IMP DMK)
x CH.Zaminka Stroke Of Luck) - 12 years old
bitch. Nice type, excellent head, teeth are in super
condition. Longer body, sound movement with long
steps. Softer coat. Friendly temperament.
3. CH.SUNSHINE PAINT ME GOLD (CH.
Skrownek Chagall x Sunshine Hug A Meecha) - 10
years old bitch. Lovely head, nice shape of body,
correct legs. She is very slow in movement. Coat in
good condition.

Open Bitch

1. SAMHAIN ECHO’N T WITH KURSHARN (CH.
Skrownek Sev Kazan x Aldonza Echo Of McCoy
(IMP AUST))
Excellent type. Beautiful head, very nice eyes with
smiling expression, sound body, long well carried
tail. Long legs and excellent feet, super movement.
Lively and friendly temperament. Excellent coat.

Show Two
Showing herself with a lot of self confidence.
2. Ch NIKOLAEVSK MISSION TO VENUS
(Zaminka Man On A Mission x CH.Nikolaievsk
Reuben Jane) - Bigger bitch with excellent head.
Very sound shape of body. Balanced, active
movement. Happy temperament. Very nice coat.
3. Ch ANGARA DANCING WITH THE STARS
(AUST NZ Ch Anaky Its Party Time (IMP AUST)
x Ch Angara Taiza Tale) - Excellent head and shape
of body. Correct legs and movement. Higher tail
carriage. Nice coat.

Show One & Two Photos

Show Sponsors

Thank You Sponsors!

We could not have had such a successful show without your
fantastic support!

Major Sponsors

Veterinary Remedies

VitaPower Ltd

Show One Sponsors
Pet Gear Ltd
Supreme Shoes Ltd
Akeisha Samoyeds
Proflow Plumbing and Gas ltd
Kursharn Samoyeds
Jack Wai Hong Wong
Judy Swetman
Zhakita Samoyeds
Lynda Pothoven
Sunshine Samoyeds
Perlonna Samoyeds
Irene Allison
Angara Samoyeds
Samivahn Samoyeds
Adele Shankie
Snezhinka Samoyeds
Kiev Samoyeds
Kelljass Samoyeds
Christina Wells
Dandy Dogs Ltd
Simeon Copsey
Petware Ltd
The Samoyed Club Committee
Ann Barr
Zaminka Samoyeds
Deirdre Doyle
Lynne Barr
Chantelle Power
Lisa Herbert
Bronwyn Weir

Thank you to all of those who donated prizes and sponsored the
show classes, the show was a huge success due to your help!
We hope you all enjoyed the show as much as we did!

SCI Breed Points

Samoyed Club Incorporated Breed Points
(as of July 2014)
Baby Puppy - Dog

Sunshine True Colours (Shugg): 23
Akeisha Snow-Kissed Ivory (Jules / Chen): 7

Puppy - Dog

Sunshine True Colours (Shugg): 16
Kursharn Golden Rupert (Shankie / Wells): 11
Akeisha Snow-Kissed Ivory (Jules / Chen): 7

Junior - Dog

Smiling Miracle Cesare Imperiale (Imp Latvia)
(Roberts): 24
Ch Akeisha Fearcharia (Wells / Jules): 12

Intermediate - Dog NZ Bred - Dog Open - Dog Best Dog

Ch Akeisha Fearcharia (Wells /Jules): 11
Smiling Miracle Cesare Imperiale (Imp Latvia)
(Roberts): 9
Sunshine True Colours (Shugg): 7
Kursharn Golden Rupert (Shankie / Wells): 5
Akeisha Snow-Kissed Ivory (Jules / Chen): 1

Best Representative

Smiling Miracle Cesare Imperiale (Imp Latvia)
(Smith): 5
Anaky Say You Love Me (Barr): 4
Ch Akeisha Fearcharia (Wells / Jules): 2

Best Baby Puppy Representative

Akeisha Snow-Kissed Isabella (Jules): 6
Akeisha Snow-Kissed Ivory (Jules / Chen): 2

Baby Puppy - Bitch

Akeisha Snow-Kissed Isabella (Jules): 23
Sunshine Dream Of Krystal (Pothoven): 3

Puppy - Bitch

Sunshine Dream Of Krystal (Pothoven): 16
Kursharn Golden Witch (Wells): 14
Anaky Say You Love Me (Barr): 12

Akeisha Snow-Kissed Isabella (Jules): 7

Junior - Bitch

Anaky Say You Love Me (Imp Aust) (Barr): 26
Sunshine Autumn Gold (Shugg): 4

Intermediate - Bitch NZBred - Bitch

Sunshine Autumn Gold (Shugg): 18

Open - Bitch

Ch Angara Dancing With The Stars (Barr): 28
Ch Samhain Echo’N T With Kursharn (Wells): 12

Best Bitch

Anaky Say You Love Me (Imp Aust) (Barr): 10
Kursharn Golden Witch (Wells): 9
Ch Samhain Echo’N T With Kursharn (Wells): 8
Ch Angara Dancing With The Stars (Barr): 5
Akeisha Snow-Kissed Isabella (Jules): 4
Sunshine Autumn Gold (Shugg): 3

Best Bitch Representative

Anaky Say You Love Me (Imp Aust) (Barr): 4

Pet Expo Wellington

Pet Expo Wellington

(10am-5pm November 1st-2nd)
The Samoyed Club Inc has a stall at this years Pet
Expo and we are looking for people to help set-up
the stall on Friday.
We would also like to set-up a roster for people to
bring in their Samoyeds for the public to see and
interact with.
The expo will be held at the Wellington Racing Club,

Upper Hutt, Wellington Region. From Saturday 1
November 2014 to Sunday 2 November 2014.
If you can you spare a few hours on one of these
days please contact Anita on:
06 364 5785
or k.a.shugg@clear.net.nz

Recent Sam-Walk

Samoyed Walk 27 July - 27th July at the Hutt River Trail

Hello everyone,

whenever she can.

This was my first Samoyed walk as the new club and
committee member now organising these events
with our pup Phoebe from Sunshine Samoyeds.

So some feedback and ideas for the future would be
appreciated , as we would like to have at least four
good dog parks/trail places around the Wellington
region , say two on Kapiti coast and two in the Hutt
Valley, to mix it up so we all get a walk reasonably
close to home.

A great turnout, thank you all for taking the
time and making the effort to come from near
and far away, including Hutt Valley, Wellington,
Johnsonville, Otaki, Kapiti Coast, and even
Masterton.
It was fantastic to meet everyone along with the 10
Samoyeds, + one crossed with a Finnish Lapphound
and, Phoebes “cousin” GAP Greyhound.
Weather was typically cold with a southerly breeze
but no problem for our Samoyeds and the rain held
off for us all.
The pack really enjoyed each other’s company and it
was wonderful to see a Samoyed wherever I turned.
It is true that Sammies love meeting up with their
own breed, and even all the different owners seemed
to get along too.
We would love to have a Samoyed pack walk
bimonthly, mainly because Phoebe loves to see her
mum BJ, litter mates and all the other Sammy’s

Do feel free to contact me directly, meanwhile:
Pencil in your diaries - Sunday 28th September
for our next pack walk with time and place to be
confirmed. It’s the first daylight savings day so
maybe later in the afternoon.
Anyone that would like to come to the next one to
email or phone you to ensure you’re on the invite
list.
Happy trails and wagging tails.
Lisa & Phoebe
LNPinsureme@hotmail.com
04 566-4663
027 446-7278

Quick Reads

Choosing a Puppy for the first time - what you
should consider.
Male or Female, Which is Right for Me?
Traditionally many people consider purchasing a
new puppy by gender only. However, choosing by
gender alone is not making a well informed choice
and could potentially place you with a dog that
is not at all what you were expecting. There are
many different reasons to choose a puppy. Take a
minute and think about the reason you want a new
pet; is it to have companionship, competitions, or
an addition to your family? Think about the type
of temperament, personality, and energy level you
are looking for. Making sure you know what you
are looking for in all these areas before you start
looking for a new member of the family! Also
evaluate yourself. One thing families forget to do is
look at their own lifestyles, personality traits, natural
temperament, and energy level.
Once you have evaluated yourself and know
what you are looking for, now you need to find
the right puppy. To make you life easier, I highly
recommend getting a puppy that has lower energy
and personality than yourself and of those family
members who will be prominent in its training.
A lot of the time families want the most active

and playful puppy. However, the puppy’s energy
level can be adorable and attractive, but once they
mature they can be challenging and assume the
leadership position. Since, we are all born with
different temperaments and some naturally assume
leadership, connecting families with puppies that
will mesh well with a family is very important.
Energy level is one way to determine temperament
of a puppy. If a family is matched with an incorrect
temperament for their home regardless of the sex
of the puppy, it can cause chaos and frustration. In
these cases, the owner or human must step up to the
challenge and arise to a higher level of assertiveness
and energy than the dog in order to have respect and
control over a dog who is naturally higher energy
and more independent. This can be difficult and if
it is not your natural inborn temperament, if can
be very draining on you and your family. This is
why knowing your temperament and purchasing
a male or female dog that is one or two levels of
energy lower than you is EXTREMELY important.
Otherwise the dogs, whether male or female, will
rule the house and exbit bad behavior.

Quick Reads
Traditionally females have been portrayed as being
a better family pet. This is a myth and antiquated
information that has been integrated into our
society. Since now a days people have their dogs
“fixed” many of the gender specific tendency’s are
then eliminated. Actually, in wolf packs, female
dogs are usually the alpha dogs, or leaders of the
pack. Many times dog fights are between two
females, fighting for the top position. Most males
only fight for a female in season and this can be
eliminated if they are neutered.. Females can
display moodiness, aloofness and independence.
Females like affection and simply are not very
needy’. However, the fact remains that a female
dog can be more independent, it is her nature. If
you choose a female, be prepared to become her
unequivocal leader, so she can relax and not worry
about being the leader of your pack! If your choice
is a female puppy, in order to create the most loving
and healthy pet, please spay her before her first heat,
usually around six months. Letting your dog come
in and out of heat without breeding starts a negative
cycle of elevated hormones that can cause her to
become moody and crabby. Also, it is a scientific
fact that females spayed before their first heat have
a dramatically reduced chance of developing gender
related cancers. This will also serve to keep her from
experiencing hormonal imbalances and associated
bleeding. If a happy pet is what you seek or a
companion animal, please take this advice to heart.

Male Puppies and Dogs
Traditionally, male dogs have gotten a bad rap from
our society. They are portrayed as hard to train,
constantly marking their territory by hiking their
leg, humping anything and instigating dog fights.
THIS IS NOT TRUE. Neutered males make the best
pet for a family with young children or older adults.
They are more committed to the family, they are
easier to potty train and seek out love and attention.
The number one biggest mistake of male dog owners
is not neutering their pet. Experience has shown that
men are the most adverse to neutering their pets,
for obvious reasons. If you are not going to breed
your dog regularly, he needs to be NEUTERED
or he will be in constant torture! If you do breed
your dog regularly he will mark his territory, he
will hump anything and he will be more excitable
than a neutered male dog. Why are un-neutered

and neutered male dogs so different? A dog has
approximately 2 million more olfactory sensors
than a human. As humans we can distinguish very
few smells. Humans operate on visual, hearing and
smelling in that order. Dogs are born with their nose
working first, then their eyes opening and then their
ears opening. Nose,eyes, ears. For example, humans
can smell hamburgers grilling on a BBQ. The same
experience for a dog involves smelling the bread, the
condiments, the hamburger, the pickle, the tomato,
the chips…every single ingredient of that burger!
That is why dog are employed for drug sniffing,
bomb searching and they even have dogs that that
have been trained to sniff for changes in humans
and detect cancer cells! Now, imagine you have a
male dog, about one year old. This dog has not been
neutered and has large amounts of testosterone
running through his system and a female dog in
heat is nearby. Can you imagine the frustration
and excitement created for this dog with no outlet
for him to pursue? This dog can then be labeled,
aggressive, un-trainable and excitable (and yes he
will mark his territory) when his reaction is simply
nature taking its course. As you can see, taking
action with a male puppy early and having him
neutered is in everyone’s best interest. It will make
him a calm and in better control of himself and you
will be a much happier owner. Males make really
great and loyal pets. If you do choose one, please get
him neutered. He will thank you for giving him a life
of peace and calmness!
What ever you decide to do, make sure you choose
a pet that will fit your lifestyle and energy level.
Samoyeds are active yet can be laid back, happy by
nature, eager to please and make fantastic family and
companion pets. They most often have a wonderful
temperament, they are easily trained and great with
children! They naturally are loyal and love to be
spoiled! As a breed, they can make a well rounded
family pet.
Sourced from ‘SnoDen Samoyeds’
http://snoden.org

Notices
Farewell to Greg Newell
Greg Newell
Greg Newell left us early this morning. He was at home, and his wife,
Denise Nations Newell, was with him. It was Nodular Melanoma. He
was 61.
Greg was one of the good ones. He was that rare creature, an honest
man, who wasn’t also gullible. He was often blunt, but never purposely
unkind.
Greg was an engineer who started Samoyed.org, put Samoyed Rescue
on the internet, long before most people had heard about the internet,
and put the Organization for the Working Samoyed and the SCA on his
site as well. He’s the reason Samoyed people were on the net long before
most breeds. He also started a Samoyed rescue group and he saved literally hundreds of dogs hands on, and more over the internet.
When Samfans.org went down under attack, Greg put it up on his site.
And when Samoyed.org went down, I put it up on Samfans. For a long
time he had the passwords to my sites, and I had them to his. He helped
me with network problems, and I wrote code for his site. He never asked
for anything, (I had to offer) but he offered help whenever he could.
Greg was a friend, and a good one. I counted on him. I hope he counted
on me.
Sidney Boardman
evad19@samfans.org
Reproduced from Samfans Email List (samfans@samfans.org) with permission of Sidney Boardman
Samfans-digest: Sunday, July 20 2014 ~ Volume 2010: Number 554

Pet and Show Article Feedback Required!
I would like to ask our pet owner readers and our show owners for
feedback as to what type of articles you would like to see each quarter in
the magazine. Anything from how to stop your dog from barking, hints
for keeping your dog from jumping in the show ring to different collars
and leads.
If you could send your suggestions to christinawells26@yahoo.co.nz
with the subject line as either Pet Article or Show Article, it would be
much appreciated.

Website

The new website is currently
online, with only a few tweaks
left to be made! Help us to test
it by registering - fill out the
registration form online (say
how you paid - you will NOT
have to pay if you are already
a member). We will approve
you once we receive your
application!

Pet Expo

The Wellington Pet Expo will be
held on the 1st-2nd November
at the Wellington Racing Club,
Racecourse Rd, Trentham,
Upper Hutt.

The Samoyed Club is looking
for helpers on the day. If you are
available to help the Club please
contact Anita on:
06 364 5785 or send her an
email at: k.a.shugg@clear.net.nz

Call for Photos

The magazine, website and
facebook will need a steady
stream of new and interesting
photos of Samoyeds, if you have
any photos that you would be
willing to let the club use please
email them to christinawells26@
yahoo.co.nz

Snow dogs match

There will be an upcoming snow
dogs match which is likely to be
held in Ashurst in November. So
keep an eye for the full details of
where and when!

Breeders’ Directory

Want to be in the Breeders’ Directory?
Have an upcoming litter?
For only $5.00 you can advertise your lovely Samoyeds! Send your
advert/details (we can make an ad for you!) to:
christinawells26@yahoo.co.nz

Show Two - Best in Show: CH SUNSHINE TRI TEDDY
Owned and Bred by Ken & Anita Shugg - Sunshine Samoyeds

Suggestions?
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page!
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If you have any suggestions on
how we can improve the club
magazine or website or if you
have articles or photos you would
like to send in, send them to:
christinawells26@yahoo.co.nz

